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1. ENTIRE STATION FILE (SIX VOLUMES) ON LEE HARVE O S W A L D
   FORWARD TO HQS 25 FEB 1970 VIA HMNT-10156. STATION MEMO
   CHRONOS FROM JULY 1963 THRU MARCH 1964 CONTAIN NO MEMOS CONCERNING
   REF CASE. WE ASSUME THAT BECAUSE OF SENSITIVITY OF CASE, MEMO
   CHRONO COPY NOT KEPT. MICROFICHED FILES ON AMERICAN VISITORS TO
   SOVIET EMBASSY FROM JULY 1961 THRU DEC 1965 ARE ALSO NEGATIVE.
   MICROFICHE FILE ON FOREIGN CONTACTS OF CUBAN EMBASSY NOT HELPFUL
   BECAUSE IT ONLY GOES BACK TO JULY 1967.

2. ALL KIAFACTOR BASEHOUSE PHOTOS FROM 1959 THRU DEC 1970
   HAVE BEEN FORWARDED TO HQS. WILL CABLE DISPATCH NUMBERS IF YOU
   NEED THEM TO HELP LOCATE DISPATCHES. SUGGEST YOU CONTACT ELIEZER
   SCALLETI RE DISPOSAL OF KIAFGHAN BASEHOUSE PHOTOS.


4. FILE: 201-289248 E2, IMPDET, WN-SISM.
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